


PRODUCT FEATURES
Protecting rescue teams and casualties during road accident rescues, Packexe
SMASH holds glass in place, reducing the risk of injury from glass fragments and 
dust.

PERFORMANCE

Packexe SMASH makes vehicle extrication safer in 3 ways:

Proven to strengthen glass
Tests undertaken by Exeter Advanced Technologies at the University of Exeter in 
July 2009 prove that the strength of glass is increased by approximately 42%, 
greatly reducing the risk of breakage under stress.

No need to remove glass before cutting
Once Packexe SMASH is applied, the glass is safe. This means that hydraulic 
cutting and spreading tools can be used to free casualties without the delay 
caused by prior glass removal.

Safe glass removal
In many rescue situations access to the casualty can be achieved most quickly by 
the removal of a single window or windscreen. If Packexe SMASH is applied first, 
the window can be broken and removed without danger.

Time critical glass management for vehicle extrication
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Packexe® Sharpswrap®

Rapid Sharps protection

Rapid sharps protection for fire brigades and rescue services

 For use in any rescue situation
 Effective cover for sharp edges and points
 Reduces injury risk
 Protects casualties and rescuers
 Covers metal and glass
 Quick and easy to apply
 Up to 50 applications per 30m (100ft) roll
 High-visibility yellow

Packexe Sharpswrap is an extra-strong self-adhesive film for rapid application to 
hazardous projections, points and edges in rescue situations. It is supplied in a compact 
roll 100mm wide and 30m long (4” x 100’) fitted to a re-usable lightweight applicator.

It can be neatly stored in rescue equipment bags, haversacks or belt-pouches for instant 
availability when needed and does away with the need for heavy mats or blankets
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Protection Films



Carpets - Rugs

Sticking to the carpet without the need for tape, this film prevents the 
trip hazards so often associated with dust sheets, especially on stairs. It 
provides a low-slip surface even when wet, protecting carpets and rugs 
against spillages, heavy foot traffic, dirt and debris. The film can be 
vacuumed, swept or mopped throughout the project.

It’s strong adhesive grips securely to carpet pile but is easily removed 
without leaving a sticky residue.

Applications: Strong Adhesive - Temporary protection of 
carpets and rugs  
Recommended Usage:      4 - 6 weeks maximum  
Standard Roll Size              625mm width x 25m length       6 rolls per box   

625mm width x 100m length     4 rolls per box 
1250mm width x 100m length   2 rolls per box   

Storage: Store film at room temperature in dry conditions for 6-12 
months away from direct sunlight 

Wood – Laminate – Tile – Stone - Vinyl

Eliminating the slippage, leakage and lack of visibility hazards associated 
with dust sheets this film provides protection from spillages, scratches, 
dirt and debris during building, renovation and decoration projects. The 
film can be vacuumed, swept or mopped top keep the work area clean

It’s medium strength adhesive grips securely to hard floors but is easily 
removed without leaving a sticky residue

Applications: Medium Adhesive - Temporary protection for 
wood, 

laminate, tile, stone, ceramic and vinyl. 
Recommended Usage:         4 - 6 weeks maximum  
Standard Roll Size:                625mm width x 25m length        6 rolls per box 

625mm width x 100m length     4 rolls per box 
1250mm width x 100m length   2 rolls per box   

Storage: Store film at room temperature in dry conditions for 6-12 months 
away from direct sunlight 
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Applications: Medium to Light Adhesive - Temporary 
protection for use on                                                                

windows and glass
Recommended Usage: 4 - 6 weeks maximum  
Standard Roll Size:  625mm wide x 25m long     6 rolls per box

625mm wide x 100m long     4 rolls per box
1250mm wide x 100m long   2 rolls per box  

Storage: Store film at room temperature in dry conditions for 6-12 
months away from direct sunlight

Windows – Glass (Internal & External)

This film protects windows from plastering excess, paint, sanding dust 
and dirt eliminating the need for scraping the glass and risk of 
scratching. Its waterproof adhesive grips securely to interior and 
exterior windows but is easily removed without leaving a sticky residue.

Glass & Glazing is also available in a narrower width for 
smaller glass areas with a lightweight dispenser for smooth coverage. 
This film is perforated for easy detachment from the roll.

Delicate Surfaces

This film has a fleece layer that helps to reduce the impact damage 
from objects dropping on to delicate surfaces, such as wood or tiled 
flooring. The top layer provides a low-slip surface and protection from 
spillages, heavy foot traffic, scratching and other dirt and debris. The 
film can be swept, mopped and vacuumed throughout the project to 
keep the work area clean.
The low tack adhesive makes it suitable for most surfaces and is easily 
removed without leaving a sticky residue.

is re-useable

Applications:                        Low tack adhesive for temporary protection of 
delicate surfaces
Recommended Usage:  Unlimited
Standard Roll Size:  625mm width x 10m length      8 rolls per box 

625mm width x 25m length     4 rolls per box
1250mm width x 25m length   2 rolls per box
1250mm width x 50m length    1 roll per box

Storage: Store film at room temperature in dry conditions for 6-12 
months away from direct sunlight.
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Applications:                      Light Adhesive - Temporary protection for use 
on polished surfaces and worktops.

Recommended Usage: 4 - 6 weeks maximum  
Standard Roll Size:  625mm wide x 25m long     6 rolls per box 

625mm wide x 100m long    4 rolls per box
1250mm wide x 100m long  2 rolls per box  

Storage: Store film at room temperature in dry conditions for 6-12 
months away from direct sunlight.

Worktops – Tiles – Polished Surfaces – (Glass/Metal/PVC)

This film protects polished surfaces, tiles, worktops against paint 
spillages, plaster dust, dirt and debris during renovation and decoration.

Its low tack adhesive clings to smooth surfaces without shifting and 
simply peels away after use without leaving a sticky residue.

Time and labour saving
Lightweight and durable
Cost effective
Unique compact design
Stair walking ability
Easy to use
Portable carry case for ease of transportation and storage
Adjustable ergonomic design
Quick roll changeover

Available in 625mm and 1250mm options as well as a smaller 
dispenser to fit Glass & Glazing film of 416mm

Dispensers

DISPENSERS
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The Edge

The latest innovation from Packexe Ltd certainly has the edge….

The Edge  is an ergonomically designed film dispenser that applies narrow 
strips of film right up to the skirting board or window frame.

Used with the standard Packexe protective films for all flooring types and 
glass The Edge   ensures flooring can be protected across it’s full width –
ideal for decorators, plasterers, glaziers and DIY’ers.

Can be used as a seam when using Packexe Fleece

Film can be applied by pulling backwards or pushing forwards

Can be used by hand or with the extension pole.

The extending pole applicator and perforated film means no bending is 
necessary to apply the film.
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